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DESCRIPTION

60965

2008 Le Potazzine Brunello di Montalcino

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$545.00

DISCOUNT %

$425.00*

22%

"The 2008 Brunello di Montalcino is striking. A super-classic sense of structure provides the backdrop for beautifully delineated aromas and
flavors. The 2008 is one of the most primary wines of the vintage. It needs at least a few years in bottle to develop its full range of tertiary
aromas and flavors, but is quite pretty even today. Le Potazzine gave their 2008 forty months in cask, all of which it handled with grace. This
is a striking wine from Le Potazzine." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

311025

2000 Aldo Conterno Barolo Granbussia Riserva

$2,750.00

$2,300.00*

16%

"Intense aromas of ripe fruit, sandalwood and perfume. Full-bodied, with lovely ripe fruit flavors and velvety tannins. Long, sweet fruit finish.
Soft, layered and gorgeous. Exciting in a reserved way." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 96pts

21747

2006 Vietti Barolo Lazzarito

$1,375.00

$1,095.00*

20%

"Nothing short of superb. A melange of dark, mineral-infused fruit flows from the glass as the large-scaled Lazzarito gradually shows off its
class. Licorice, tar, smoke and earthiness add layers of complexity and nuance." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 97pts

21730

2006 Vietti Barolo Castiglione

$675.00

$495.00*

27%

"The 2006 Barolo Castiglione is frighteningly outstanding, considering it is Vietti’s entry-level Barolo! There is incredible density and power
in the glass as waves of fruit caress the palate with tons of richness. Sweet menthol, flowers and spices add complexity to the long,
stupendous finish." 92+ pts. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

21735

2006 Vietti Barolo Brunate

$1,375.00

N/A

N/A

"A fat, juicy wine that comes across as more immediate than some of the other Barolos in this line-up. Smoke, tar and licorice meld into a
core of gloriously ripe fruit. There is incredible density and richness to the Brunate, qualities that carry through to the impeccably round,
harmonious finish." 95+ pts. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

21750

2006 Vietti Barbaresco Masseria

$895.00

$695.00*

22%

"Focused and energetic in its ripe red fruits, menthol, spices and minerals. There is lovely depth in the glass, not to mention tons of balance.
This is a beautiful, poised Barbaresco from Vietti. The Masseria will require considerable patience but its balance is impeccable." - Reviewed
by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

21746

2005 Vietti Barolo Lazzarito

$1,375.00

$1,095.00*

20%

"Dark in color, with a fabulous purity of fruit, from blackberry to blueberry. Full-bodied, showing awesome concentration, but with a finish
that's beautiful and honest." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 98pts

21740

2006 Vietti Barolo Rocche

$1,375.00

$1,095.00*

20%

"The 2006 Barolo Rocche shows incredible definition in detail in its perfumed, floral personality. The 2006 is not as explosive as the 2004
was at this stage, but it is eerily reminiscent of the 1989 in its sweet, Pinot-like fruit. With time in the glass, the fruit gains even more clarity
while the bouquet blossoms with incredible grace, all supported by ultra-fine, silky tannins. Today the Rocche is soft and relatively accessible,
but it is sure to firm up in bottle." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 97pts

21739

2005 Vietti Barolo Rocche

$1,375.00

$1,095.00*

20%

"Offers Christmas pudding, currant and other dried fruit. Full-bodied, with amazing concentration of ripe fruit and chewy tannins. Yet it's all in
balance. Monumental." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 96pts

21734

2005 Vietti Barolo Brunate

$1,375.00

$1,095.00*

20%

"Shows ripe strawberry, raspberry and plum pudding. Full-bodied, with loads of ripe, juicy fruit. Chewy and tannic, yet polished. Big and
powerful." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 95pts

12436

2004 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon Estate

$935.00

N/A

"This is a dense, ruby/purple-tinged wine with full body, and despite the softness of the general vintage, Montelena has plenty of
structure...The wine has sweet tannin in a broad, flavorful, concentrated style with plenty of black currant, licorice, and spice. The wine is
beautifully textured, slightly more forward than most Montelena Cabernets tend to be. It is another beauty from probably the most consistent
winery for Cabernet Sauvignon over the last three decades." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

